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Preface

The chapters which make up this volume were commissioned from various friends and colleagues, all experts in their respective fields. Our purpose has been to stimulate constructive, penetrating thought about the past, present and future of the art of clarinet playing. Our survey includes a great deal of historical information, including discussion of the clarinet’s structure and development, its fundamental acoustical principles, its chief exponents and its repertoire, as well as discussion of its role in jazz and on record. A particular focus of attention has been the relevance of our material to the individual player, reflecting the performing skill and experience of several of the authors. The chapters relating to the early clarinet and to the contemporary clarinet contain a deliberately practical bias, as indeed do the sections pertaining to individual members of the extensive clarinet family. Chapters on the mechanics of playing the clarinet, the professional clarinettist and on teaching the clarinet contrive to combine in varying degrees a practical and philosophical approach. I believe that this special combination of historical perspective and professional experience has not been attempted on such a scale in any previous book relating to the instrument. Overall, we have sought to encourage the kind of performer – much valued throughout musical history – for whom mental agility complements digital dexterity.

In this sense the book is intended as a true ‘companion’: it is not, however, a ‘compendium’. Comprehensiveness would require a volume many times the size of this. My contributors and I have therefore had to be selective in our essays and overall scheme, and in our illustrations, music examples and bibliographical references. But this has been balanced by the opportunity for each of us to address our subjects from a personal viewpoint, and this policy has been actively encouraged, subject to reasonable editorial constraints. As a result I am hopeful that the book will provoke thought, discussion and even argument about the world of the clarinet, as it reaches out to some unaccustomed (as well as more conventional) branches of the subject.
Preface

There are one or two conscious omissions (such as extensive investigation of the continuing role of the clarinet as a ‘folk’ instrument), but we have aimed to investigate most significant areas relating to the instrument. As editor, I must of course take full responsibility for the volume’s overall proportions and various subdivisions, which were devised to comply with the understandable limitations of length imposed by the publisher. Our text is intended for all who have an interest in the clarinet – ‘amateurs’ as well as students and professional musicians. Exhaustive lists of repertoire or pedagogical literature have not been attempted, though our appendix lists early tutors and relevant sources available in facsimile, as well as a selection of modern teaching materials. In general, references have been chosen for inclusion where they have some special bearing on practical considerations.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the help given so willingly by so many in the preparation of this book. I am indebted to all my contributors for their co-operative attitude and prompt response to various problems and queries. As can readily be imagined, the circle of performers and writers whose advice has been sought is much more substantial than the mere list of contributors might imply, and this book would have been much poorer without their unstinting help. I am especially grateful to my wife Hilary for her encouragement throughout the project, since its development has entailed long periods of absence at the word-processor, even throughout normal bouts of concert preparation and frantic searches for a playable clarinet reed. Lastly, I must extend my sincere thanks to Penny Souster and her team at Cambridge University Press, for their helpful advice and firm but unobtrusive guidance in bringing the book to fruition.

Colin Lawson
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Abbreviations, fingering and notation

The following books are identified in the text only by their authors' surnames:


Clarinet fingerings are assigned the following digital indicators: Lth, L1, L2, L3 and L4 (left hand thumb and four fingers); Rth, R1, R2, R3 and R4 (right hand).

Pitch registers are indicated in the usual manner: middle C just below the treble staff is indicated as $c'$, with each successive octave higher shown as $c''$, $c'''$, $c''''$ etc. and the two octaves below shown respectively as $c$ and $C$. Under this scheme the lowest written note of the clarinet is represented as $e$ and the top of the clarinet register as $c''''$, the extreme high register extending to $c'''''$ and beyond.